Abstract. Pseudospectral methods are investigated for singularly perturbed boundary value problems for ordinary di erential equations which possess boundary layers. It is well known that if the boundary layer is very small then a very large number of spectral collocation points is required to obtain accurate solutions. We introduce here a new e ective procedure, based on coordinate stretching and the Chebyshev pseudospectral method to resolve the boundary layers. Stable and accurate results are obtained for very thin boundary layers with a fairly small number of spectral collocation points.
1. Introduction. We consider the pseudospectral (PS) method for the singular perturbation boundary value problem (BVP), given by u 00 (x) + p(x)u 0 (x) + q(x)u(x) = f(x); x 2 (?1; 1); u(?1) = ; u(1) = ; (1) where > 0 denotes a xed (small) constant. In many applications, (1) possesses boundary layers, i.e. regions of rapid change in the solution near the endpoints, with widths o(1) as ! 0. It has been found that PS methods are attractive in solving this problem (see, e.g. 4] ). By clustering the grid points towards the boundaries, for example, as in the Chebyshev method (x j = cos j N ; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N), pseudospectral methods are more e cient than nite di erence methods in resolving the boundary layers. However, they still lag in performance behind collocation methods with adaptive mesh selection (e.g. COLSYS 1]).
Although PS methods are remarkably accurate in exact arithmetic, there are a number of di culties associates with its use. Especially with very small parameter in (1) , large N is required to obtain accurate solutions (see, e.g. 11]). In addition, ill{conditioning of the corresponding di erentiation matrices with increasing N frequently causes degradation of the observed precision. Furthermore, as clari ed in recent studies by Trefethen et al. 14, 15 ] the time step restrictions due to this ill{ conditioning can be more severe than those predicted by the standard stability theory, if such methods were to be applied to a time{dependent problem. Therefore, there has been considerable interest in developing well{conditioned spectral methods over recent years (see, e.g. 5, 6, 7] ). If 1 (e.g. < 10 ?6 ) and the problem possesses a boundary layer of width O( ), high accuracy cannot be expected no matter how stable the spectral method is (see, e.g. 5, 11] ). In the Chebyshev PS method, the spacing between the collocation points near the boundary is of O(N ?2 ). For good resolution of the numerical solution at least one of the collocation points ought to lie in the boundary layer, which implies that N = O( ?1=2 ). If = 10 ?8 then about 10 4 collocation points should be used, which is not practical in most calculations.
The Chebyshev spectral method, and the nite di erence method with coordinate stretching 8, 12] are two potentially useful methods for resolving the boundary layers. However, neither method works well if 1, since in this case N has to be very large. To avoid this di culty we combine the two methods (with a new coordinate stretching technique) to solve (1) . The idea is simple: rst, the problem is replaced by an equivalent one using a transformation of the computational domain; secondly, the transformed problem is solved with the standard Chebyshev pseudospectral method. After the transformation more collocation points lie in the boundary layer than before, and there are collocation points in the layer even for fairly small values of N.
2. Transformations. As mentioned in Section 1, at least one of the collocation points should lie in a small neighbourhood of x = 1 in order to resolve the boundary layers. Therefore we introduce a sequence of variable transformations so that there are some collocation points within distance from the boundaries 1 even (12) Finally, using (11) and (12) we obtain the recursion h 00 m (x) (h 0 m (x)) 2 = 2 tan 2 h m (x) + 2 cos 2 h m (x) h 00 m?1 (x) ? h 0 m?1 (x) 2 : (13) Note that h 0 0 (x) 1 and h 00 0 (x) 0. Since y(x) = h m (x), the quantity y 00 (x)= y 0 (x)] 2 can be computed easily using (13). 4 . Examples. We denote by Q N the space of polynomials of degree N. We To solve (14) and (15) Figure 2 shows the corresponding error. It may not come as a surprise to nd the major portion of the error located in the middle of the interval since we have a coarser grid spacing there. However, it is interesting to note that in this case the strategy of moving points out of the region of large errors actually helps in the solution process. This indicates that a strategy for adaptive gridding will have to be rather sophisticated, as it would appear natural to move more points into the region exhibiting large errors. 
The solution is computed by Newton's method with v 1 as initial guess; for small values of the parameter a continuation procedure for to obtain better initial guesses is advisable, and at times essential. Newton's method converges quickly and often monotone (convergence problems during the rst few iterations appear to indicate insu cient resolution of the discretization). Table 2 lists the results for = 10 ?3 , = 10 ?6 and = 10 ?9 . Table 2 Maximum errors for Example 2 ('?' indicates an error > 1 or convergence di culties in the 5. Conditioning. Some recent work on spectral methods for boundary value problems is concerned with improving the condition numbers of the matrices for which linear systems have to be solved (e.g. 3, 5, 7] ). Since the second order Chebyshev differentiation matrix has a condition number O(N 4 ), the corresponding linear systems quickly become very ill-conditioned, even for moderate values of N. Interestingly enough, these large condition numbers do not appear to a ect the accuracy in the solutions nearly as badly as one would expect. This was rst observed by Berrut 3] , who transformed the BVP to the circle, and solved it with the much better conditioned Fourier spectral method, without seeing any improvement in the accuracy of solutions. However, the large condition numbers would be important in time-stepping (so in this sense the PDE case is more di cult than the ODE case), or, if one were to solve the linear systems by iterative methods. We would like to give a heuristic argument why our solutions are surprisingly accurate (we get close to machine precision, even in cases where the condition number of the linear system is around 10 8 ). Denoting the n by n matrix (n = N ? 1) of our linear system by A, we compute the singular value decomposition A = W V T . is a diagonal matrix with the singular values 1 n by n matrices. It is easy to see that the maximum magni cation of round{o errors in the right hand side occurs, when the exact solution u of the system is a multiple of the rst singular vector v 1 , and, the perturbation u is entirely in the direction of the last singular vector v n . Figure 3 shows plots of four of the singular vectors 1 for the matrix A of Example 1, with = 10 ?2 . Singular vectors belonging to large singular values are highly oscillatory, whereas singular vectors associated with small singular values are smooth (here, v j has n + 1 ? j local extrema). This is not surprising, as A is a discretization of a di erential operator, and the statement above therefore holds not only for Example 1. The exact solution has a substantial smooth component, and, round-o errors cannot be expected to produce a completely smooth perturbation to the exact solution | on the contrary, a nonsmooth perturbation is much more likely to emerge. Thus, the actual ampli cation of the round-o error is much smaller than the worst case scenario of an ampli cation by cond(A) = 1 = n .
The condition numbers of the matrices generated by our repeated SINE transformations exhibit the same growth rates with N as the matrices for the original problem. The conditioning problem is largely una ected by the transformation.
Denoting again the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto nodes by y j = cos j N , j = 0; : : : ; N, the rst order Chebyshev di erentiation matrix D is given by 6. Conclusions. Very thin boundary layers still require to have one or more collocation points within the boundary layer. This results in extremely ne discretizations if the relative spacing of the grid points remains unchanged. Although the Chebyshev PS methods are more e cient than nite di erence methods in resolving boundary layers, for 1 they still may need extremely large N to produce reasonable results, as discussed in Section 1. A much better approach for resolving the boundary layer is to use a mapping. However, a single mapping such as that of 8] is often not su cient when 1. To obtain good resolution for boundary layer problems at least one of the grid points should lie in the boundary layer no matter how small the boundary layer is. The iterated SINE transformations introduced in Section 2 provide a very useful coordinate stretching technique to achieve this goal. Theoretically, as indicated in Theorem 1, these particular transformations together with the Chebyshev pseudospectral method can deal e ectively with very small boundary layers using only a fairly small number of collocation points. Even for very small such as = 10 ?9 , two or three SINE transformations with N 100 are found to be su cient to resolve the boundary layer, while most of the previously reported nite di erence or spectral calculations cannot handle the case when is as small as 10 ?9 .
Section 3 of this paper gives a practical procedure for implementing the transformations. The transformation technique is also successful for nonlinear BVPs whose solutions have boundary layers. To date the most reliable methods to solve two-point BVPs are based on the collocation method with adaptive mesh selection (e.g. COL-SYS, 1, 2]). However, for boundary layer problems the present method is a serious competitor, in particular when spectral accuracy is a desirable feature.
The ill{conditioning of the linear systems to be solved does not appear to be a serious problem as our experiments and the heuristic argument in Section 5 indicate. However, care must be taken if one uses these matrices in explicit time stepping in the time{dependent case, or, in the ODE case, if iterative methods are employed to solve the linear system.
Many practical problems possess boundary layers. For example, viscous ows have boundary layers next to solid surfaces where the tangential velocity is reduced to zero. The use of the nite di erence method or the Chebyshev PS method is expensive for high Reynolds number ows. The numerical technique introduced in this work can be applied to solve more practical problems (see e.g. 10]).
